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PREVIOUS WEEK 

§  UI / interaction guidelines 
§  Raise awareness about mobile development 

technologies 
§  Workflow of Cordova / jQM 
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Workflow example (more ways 
possible) 

§  New Javascript 
file will be created 
where you can 
code the button’s 
behaviour 

§  Choose a UI element 
§  Click on the right under Action: “Custom 

script” 
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E.g. get the Device’s ID 
§  Apart from the two highlighted lines rest of the code is 

created from the IDE 
§  console.log is used for debugging purposes only 
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To store data on the device itself 

§  localStorage.setItem("key", "value"); 
§  E.g. localStorage.setItem(”lastName", ”Khan"); 

§  localStorage.getItem("key"); 
§  E.g. localStorage.getItem(”lastName”); 

§  More info: 
http://www.w3schools.com/html/
html5_webstorage.asp 
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Where to find info about sensors? 

§  http://cordova.apache.org/docs/en/latest/cordova/
plugins/pluginapis.html 

§  E.g. for GPS: 
https://www.npmjs.com/package/cordova-plugin-
geolocation 

§  Use example code: 
https://www.npmjs.com/package/cordova-plugin-
geolocation#example 

§  Alter example code accordingly (e.g. function names) 
§  E.g. for Device data: 

https://www.npmjs.com/package/cordova-plugin-device 
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E.g. 
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Google Maps 
§  Hello World: 

§  https://developers.google.com/maps/documentation/javascript/
tutorial 

§  Overlays: 
§  https://developers.google.com/maps/documentation/javascript/

overlays 
§  Info Windows: 

§  https://developers.google.com/maps/documentation/javascript/
overlays#InfoWindows 

§  Code example: 
http://vjkhan.com/lectures/ca/160303-maps.zip 

§  Video: http://youtu.be/k0cl9oLq-_I 
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Contacts –need device 
§  https://www.npmjs.com/package/cordova-plugin-contacts 
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Camera 
§  https://www.npmjs.com/package/cordova-plugin-camera 
§  Example: 

§  UI: header, img, button 
§  Interaction: when button (id=“btn”) is clicked camera can be used to 

take photo, photo is then displayed on img (id=“showPhoto”) 
§  Example will only work with device 

§  Use “Test” tab: “Push to Testing Sever” in combination with the “App 
Preview” app on your phone 
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Camera - example 
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Mic (Audio) 

§  https://www.npmjs.com/package/cordova-
plugin-media 
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Bluetooth (supported by 3rd parties) 

§  https://cordova.apache.org/plugins/?
q=bluetooth 
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Assignment 

§  Please keep on using FeedbackCamp on Peter’s 
account (Javed will be checking that) 

§  Assignment for this week needs to have UI + 
sensor data that are used 

§  Assignment needs to go beyond examples e.g. 
have more than one button with location labels 
and when one of them is clicked the right map 
appears 
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SUMMARY 

CONTACT     v.j.khan@tue.nl     khan.gr  @v_j_khan     

§  Sensors in Hybrid App MobDev 

 


